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Scope of Research

Due to rapid progress of genome sequencing technology, whole genome sequences of organisms ranging from bacteria 
to human have become available. In order to understand the meaning behind the genetic code, we have been developing 
algorithms and software tools for analyzing biological data based on advanced information technologies such as theory of 
algorithms, artificial intelligence, and machine learning. We are currently studying the following topics: systems biology, 
scale-free networks, protein structure prediction, inference of biological networks, chemo-informatics, and discrete and 
stochastic methods for bioinformatics.
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Topics

Similar Subtree Search Using Extended Tree 
Inclusion

In this research, we consider the problem of identifying 
all locations of subtrees in a large tree or in a large collection 
of trees that are similar to a specified pattern tree, where all 
trees are assumed to be rooted and node-labeled. To calcu-
late the similarity of two trees, tree edit distance is widely 
used, but it is NP-hard (Non-deterministic Polynomial-time 
hard) to compute for unordered trees. Therefore, we pro-
pose a new similarity measure that extends the concept of 
unordered tree inclusion by taking the costs of insertion 
and substitution operations on the pattern tree into account, 
and present an algorithm for computing it. The proposed 
algorithm has the same time complexity as the original 
one for unordered tree inclusion: i.e., it runs in O(|T1||T2|) 
time, where T1 and T2 denote the pattern tree and the text 
tree, respectively, when the maximum outdegree of T1 is 
bounded by a constant. The experimental evaluation con-
ducted using synthetic and real datasets confirms that the 
proposed algorithm is fast and scalable and very useful for 
bibliographic matching, which is a typical entity resolution 
problem for tree-structured data. Moreover, we extend our 
algorithm to also allow a constant number of deletion oper-
ations on T1 while still running in O(|T1||T2|) time.

Parallelization of Enumerating Tree-like 
Chemical Compounds by Breadth-first Search 
Order

Enumeration of chemical structures is useful for design-
ing and finding new drugs, and determining chemical 
structures from mass spectrometry. We previously devel-
oped efficient algorithms, BfsMulEnum and BfsSimEnum, 
for enumerating tree-like chemical compounds with and 
without multiple bonds, respectively. In many instances, 
the algorithms were able to enumerate chemical structures 
faster than other existing methods.

Modern computers have multiple processing cores, and 
are able to execute many tasks simultaneously. In this work, 
we developed three parallelized algorithms, BfsEnumP1–3, 
by modifying BfsSimEnum to further reduce execution 
time. BfsSimEnum constructs a family tree in which each 
vertex denotes a molecular tree. BfsEnumP1–3 divide a set 
of vertices with some given depth of the family tree into 
several subsets, each of which is assigned to a core.

For evaluation, we performed several experiments with 
varying division depth and number of cores, and showed 
that BfsEnumP1–3 are useful to reduce the execution time 
for enumeration of tree-like chemical compounds. In addi-
tion, we showed that BfsEnumP3 achieved more than 80% 
parallelization efficiency using up to 11 cores, and reduced 
the execution time using 12 cores to about 1/10 of that by 
BfsSimEnum.

Figure 1. In unordered trees, T2 is obtained by deletion of the node ‘e’, 
insertion of a node ‘k’, and substitutions of nodes ‘f’ to ‘g’ from T1.

Figure 2. Example of a family tree created by BfsSimEnum and 
BfsMulEnum for C2O2H2 and its separation by BfsEnumP1 with three cores 
and division depth 2.


